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SHARING A CUP
TO BUILD TRUST

3 VIE TO REDESIGN SR SQUARE
Search for project team heats up Empire

WARRIORS’ ESSENTIAL EZELI

Police officers seek to boost image in relaxed
setting through Coffee with a Cop Empire

COHN: Rising center impresses Sports

Fate unclear on top France suspect
Raid ends with 2 killed —
1 by suicide vest — 8 arrests;
uncertainty if ringleader dead
By LILIA BLAISE
and LIZ ALDERMAN
N E W YOR K T I M E S

PETER DEJONG / Associated Press

Police officers detain a man, center, in the Paris
suburb of Saint-Denis on Wednesday.

When it was all over, the police had swept eight people into
custody and found at least two
mangled bodies. Abaaoud had
not been taken alive, the authorities said — and it was not clear
whether one of the bodies was
his.
“I am not able to give you the
definitive number and identities of the people who were
killed,” the Paris prosecutor,
François Molins, said, adding
that neither Abaaoud nor Salah
TURN TO FRANCE, PAGE A7
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TRENDING IN SR: Next generation of portraiture
transforms photographs into miniature statues
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By JOHN ELIGON

Citing safety, state orders
city, SMART to block access
to popular route over tracks
By KEVIN McCALLUM
T HE P R ES S D EM O CR AT

Photos by KENT PORTER / The Press Democrat

YOU AS A FIGURINE: Martin Ramos, owner of My Twin ME, holds a 3-inch 3-D figurine of himself on Nov. 11 at a
kiosk in Santa Rosa Plaza. Ramos uses 3-D images and printers to create the small statues.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA

I

T H E P RE SS DE M OC R AT

magine walking into a hightech photo booth that looks a
little like a sci-fi teleportation
device, equipped with 85 cameras
mounted on 17 posts. In an instant,
the contraption captures a slew of
photos that will be stitched together and used to create a miniature
3-D figure — of you.
“It’s the next generation of the
selfie,” said Martin Ramos, owner
of My Twin ME, where the ME
stands for “miniature edition.”
The business, which opened
earlier this month at a kiosk in
Santa Rosa Plaza, is part of a
growing trend that incorporates
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When the Democratic National Committee recently rejected
adding a presidential debate focusing exclusively on issues affecting black people, it got divergent responses from two groups
widely associated with the Black
Lives Matter movement.
Campaign Zero, whose agenda centers on ending police violence, quickly embraced the offer for a town hall forum instead
and began working to arrange
forums for Democratic and Republican candidates. But members of an organization named
Black Lives Matter, which first
asked for the debates, asserted
that only a debate would demonstrate the Democrats’ commitment to their cause.
Black Lives Matter began as
a hashtag and grew into a protest slogan — after prominent
police killings of blacks over the
past year — and became an Internet-driven civil rights movement. The phrase is as much a
mantra as a particular organization, with the general public
lumping numerous groups under the Black Lives Matter banner, even if they are not officially connected.
Yet amid their different approaches has been a swirl of
political activity. Local affiliates
of the Black Lives Matter organization have disrupted numerous Democratic presidential
campaign events, pushing the
candidates to support policies
to end mass incarceration and
police brutality.
That organization now has
26 chapters, and one in Canada,
that largely set their own direction. In Boston, that has meant
protesting the city’s short-lived
Olympic bid, which activists
said would have been harmful
to black neighborhoods. The
Grand Rapids, Mich., chapter
has held workshops on nonviolent organizing and the prison
industry. In St. Paul, Minn., organizers have held rallies to call
for more minority vendors at
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Ignited with hashtag, Black
Lives Matter effort voices
issues with varied methods
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3 continents / A3
■ IS militants
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airliner / A3
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Saint-Denis, France — The
assault began before dawn
Wednesday at a decrepit squat
in a close suburb of Paris when
scores of French police officers
stormed a third-floor apartment

in search of their elusive quarry: Abdelhamid Abaaoud, a
Belgian suspected of organizing
last week’s deadly attacks by the
Islamic State in Paris.
To get through a reinforced
door, the police had to set explosives, giving the people inside
time to prepare. A furious firefight ensued, with the police unleashing 5,000 rounds over the
next hour and employing snipers and grenades. A female suicide bomber exploded her vest,
collapsing the floor.
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STUDIO IN THE ROUND: Danny Martinez of Santa Rosa is illuminated
for a 3-D photograph that will be converted into a figurine.

State rail officials have ordered Santa Rosa and the Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit
district to take steps to prevent
people from crossing the tracks
just south of Coddingtown Mall,
a popular but unauthorized access route and potentially dangerous point of conflict between
trains and schoolchildren.
The city is hoping to convince
the state Public Utilities Commission to allow it to build a
formal crossing, complete with
flashing lights and crossing
gates, at that location before rail
service begins in late 2016.
But while that’s being hammered out, rail safety officials
are worried that the increasing number of SMART’s trains
moving through the area —
where about 170 kids cross per
day — creates an unacceptable
safety risk.
“We believe that the safety at this location needs to be
addressed immediately,” Paul
King, the PUC’s deputy director
of rail safety, wrote in his Nov.
4 letter to the city and SMART.
SMART’s maintenance yard
is at Airport Boulevard north of
Santa Rosa, but its track and car
testing is currently occurring
south of Santa Rosa, meaning
the cars are passing through the
Jennings Avenue area regularly,
said Matt Stephens, SMART’s
director of public outreach.
“We are going to be only
TURN TO CROSSING, PAGE A7

SF WOMAN LOSES EMBRYO SUIT: Contract with

ex-husband to destroy the fertilized eggs trumps
the wife’s desire to keep them, judge rules. / B4
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